
Laseroptronix cameras and detectors for 
surveillance and 3D area control in 

day light and darkness



Installed Camera systems 
for border control

These systems have 24 hour 
operation by ICCD cameras 

and color Nivis cameras
Box on top is a high
power laser  lamp



Laser illumination system at top gives 4 W output
ICCD/ Dynaview camera at right for cloudy nights 
Nivis color camera at right for color in moonshine
Laser have zoom optics connected to camera zoom

Cameras have F=1500 mm large diameter zoom optics

Pan and tilt unit
laser and 
cameras

have CAN bus 
communication 
and high speed 
internet access 

through the Web



Night vision camera system with housing
ICCD camera XR5 or Dynaview camera

Zoom optics 750 mm + 2X extender = 1500 mm
Internet controlled operation

Housing is heated
and sealed for out
door operation 
between - 30 to
+ 50 degree C
Camera have
anti vibration  

software as it is
installed in a high
mast (40 meter)



Laser illumination system in near near IR at 860 nm
Power up to 10W  large diameter optics

Zoom optics cowers 0.25 degree to 20 degree
Eye safe operation by smart interlocking functions

Laser illuminator 
advantages

Far better 
contrast in camera 

images 

Better images in
dark corners 

inside areas with 
some illumination



Pan and tilt unit
Speed up to 60 degree per sec

Max load 50 kg
Very exact pinpointing

CAN bus control by internet
PT units can have a

special software making
them following targets

detected by a 
surveillance radar 

system. 

Radar coordinates are 
transferred to PT and 
the cameras looks at 

what the radar systems 
detects



Nivis color camera with 500 mm 
zoom optics used inside 

outdoor encapsulations. large 
diameter optics and sensitive 
camera gives color images at 

quarter moon scenarios

Color enhancement box
have a DSP making image
processing at full speed 

and a dramatically 
improved video stream



Boat  at 3000 meter distance in moon shine
Color operation by Nivis color camera

Zoom optics F 500 mm

This was done with 4X frame integration only
Camera have a DSP giving a color correct video at low

levels where the eye can only see BW or not at all.



Laser radar giving 3D
images of controlled
area.  Trig alarms on 

advanced functions like 
speed and dimensions 
and motion pattern. 

Range up to 700 meter

Ladar is a 3D 
system giving full

3D camera operation 
and advanced alarm
calculations reducing

fals alarms 



Ladar have its own unique way to see
the checked area.

It is in some ways a camera but a very
unique camera. It operates with zero

ambient light in full 3D.
Can anyone hide his own volume ?



Laser radar can follow several objects and classify
them on advanced algorithms. Here we show an augmented
reality operation where we paint the LADAR data on top 

surveillance camera images in real time.



Range gated camera systems
Range gated cameras increase visibility range by factor 

2-3 in bad weather conditions
What is visible can get a 3D position as distance is known

Extremely good contrast to objects in water
Easy operation and internet access capabilities

Man in black and man in white
capability. Same man and same place



Thermal cameras

We use what is most suitable in thermal cameras



Sub sea sonar systems
Low price sonar system detecting divers to 100-200 m

Side scan style operation or radar style operation
Automatic alarm functions over network



Retro detection system

This unique system detects if anyone is watching you and 
where they are located if so. Range up to 2000 meter

Detection by optical
retro reflex of optics like 

binoculars etc.


